Experimental studies and modeling of drug release from a tunable affinity-based drug delivery platform.
An affinity-based drug delivery platform for controlling drug release is analyzed by a combination of experimental studies and mathematical modeling. This platform has the ability to form selective interactions between a therapeutic agent and host matrix that yields advantages over systems that employ nonselective methods. The incorporation of molecular interactions in drug delivery can increase the therapeutic lifetime of drug delivery implants and limit the need for multiple implants in treatment of chronic illnesses. To analyze this complex system for rational design of drug delivery implants, we developed a mechanistic mathematical model to quantify the molecular events and processes. With a β-cyclodextrin hydrogel host matrix, defined release rates were obtained using a fluorescent model drug. The key processes were the complexation between the drug and cyclodextrin and diffusion of the drug in the hydrogel. Optimal estimates of the model parameters were obtained by minimizing the difference between model simulation and experimentally measured drug release kinetics. Model simulations could predict the drug release dynamics under a wide range of experimental conditions.